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Recognizing the way ways to get this ebook on equal terms a thesaurus for nonsexist indexing cataloging is additionally useful. You have
remained in right site to begin getting this info. get the on equal terms a thesaurus for nonsexist indexing cataloging colleague that we give here
and check out the link.
You could buy guide on equal terms a thesaurus for nonsexist indexing cataloging or get it as soon as feasible. You could speedily download this on
equal terms a thesaurus for nonsexist indexing cataloging after getting deal. So, considering you require the books swiftly, you can straight acquire
it. It's suitably very simple and appropriately fats, isn't it? You have to favor to in this heavens
The Kindle Owners' Lending Library has hundreds of thousands of free Kindle books available directly from Amazon. This is a lending process, so
you'll only be able to borrow the book, not keep it.
On Equal Terms A Thesaurus
Synonyms for equal terms at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for equal terms.
Equal terms Synonyms, Equal terms Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
On equal terms synonyms. Top synonyms for on equal terms (other words for on equal terms) are on a par, equally and at eye level.
49 On equal terms Synonyms - Other Words for On equal terms
Top synonym for on equal terms (other word for on equal terms) is on a par. on equal terms synonyms - similar meaning - 49
49 On equal terms Synonyms in On equal terms Thesaurus
What is another word for on equal terms? Need synonyms for on equal terms? Here's a list of similar words from our thesaurus that you can use
instead. Adjective Being balanced or on equal terms. even. drawn. level. tied. square. balanced. equalised UK. equalized US. matching. quits. all
square. equally matched. the same. equally balanced.
What is another word for "on equal terms"?
in a situation in which two people or groups have the same advantages or disadvantages compete on equal terms: Athletes need to know they are
competing on equal terms. Synonyms and related words. Equal rights:human rights, equal, basic... Explore Thesaurus.
ON EQUAL / THE SAME TERMS (phrase) definition and synonyms ...
on equal ˈterms (with somebody/something), on the same ˈterms (as somebody/something) with no difference or advantage over another person; as
equals: We’re not competing on equal terms; the other team has one more player. ♢ A good teacher should treat all her students on the same
terms.
On equal terms - Idioms by The Free Dictionary
On equal terms definition is - as equals : as people with the same rights, privileges and responsibilities. How to use on equal terms in a sentence. as
equals : as people with the same rights, privileges and responsibilities…
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On Equal Terms | Definition of On Equal Terms by Merriam ...
on equal terms/on the same terms phrase If two people or groups compete on equal terms or on the same terms , neither of them has an advantage
over the other.
On equal terms/on the same terms definition and meaning ...
These laws are general and their administration should be uniform and equal. If formed on equal and just principles, it can not be oppressive. When
your obstinacy is equal to any other person's passion, blame not your brother. In Vienna, L. 11,000 a-year is equal to twice the sum in England.
Equal Synonyms, Equal Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Synonyms for on good terms at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for on good
terms.
On good terms Synonyms, On good terms Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
Thesaurus.com is the world’s largest and most trusted free online thesaurus brought to you by Dictionary.com. For over 20 years, Thesaurus.com
has been helping millions of people improve their mastery of the English language and find the precise word with over 3 million synonyms and
antonyms and the ability to filter search results by relevance, word length, and complexity.
Thesaurus.com | Synonyms and Antonyms of Words at ...
‘Catholic bishops claimed to correspond with provincial governors on equal terms.’ ‘Philip gave her a curious look, standing to face her on equal
terms.’ ‘Graduate students, junior faculty, senior distinguished professors all entered the lists on equal terms.’ ‘I truly love a woman who will take on
a man in a fight on equal terms.’
On Equal Terms | Meaning of On Equal Terms by Lexico
Amazon.com: On Equal Terms: A Thesaurus for Nonsexist Indexing & Cataloging (9780918212023): Joan K. Marshall: Books
Amazon.com: On Equal Terms: A Thesaurus for Nonsexist ...
Synonyms for Calling It Quits in Free Thesaurus. Antonyms for Calling It Quits. 3 synonyms for quits: even, quit, square. What are synonyms for
Calling It Quits?
Calling It Quits synonyms, Calling It Quits antonyms ...
Get this from a library! On equal terms : a thesaurus for nonsexist indexing and cataloging. [Joan K Marshall]
On equal terms : a thesaurus for nonsexist indexing and ...
French Translation of “on equal terms” | The official Collins English-French Dictionary online. Over 100,000 French translations of English words and
phrases. Log In Dictionary. Thesaurus. Translator. Grammar. Dictionary Grammar Blog School Scrabble Thesaurus Translator Quiz More Resources
More from Collins. English Chinese French German ...
French Translation of “on equal terms” | Collins English ...
Spanish Translation of “on equal terms” | The official Collins English-Spanish Dictionary online. Over 100,000 Spanish translations of English words
and phrases. Log In Dictionary. Thesaurus. Translator. Grammar. English - Spanish. Spanish - English. Dictionary Grammar Blog School Scrabble
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Thesaurus Translator Quiz More Resources More from ...
Spanish Translation of “on equal terms” | Collins English ...
on equal terms translation spanish, English - Spanish dictionary, meaning, see also 'equal opportunities',equal pay',equal rights',Equal Opportunities
Commission', example of use, definition, conjugation, Reverso dictionary
on equal terms translation Spanish | English-Spanish ...
Synonyms for compete with at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for compete with.
Compete with Synonyms, Compete with Antonyms | Thesaurus.com
In 1954 the Supreme Court declared that public education is "a right which must be made available to all on equal terms." That landmark decision in
"Brown v. Board of Education" stood for the proposition that the federal government would no longer allow states and municipalities to deny equal
educational opportunity to a historically oppressed racial minority.
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